[Chemotherapy of metastatic breast cancer].
The most powerful prognostic factor in the treatment of metastatic breast cancer continues to be the response to induction chemotherapy. The range of drugs which are widely used in the treatment of advanced disease, the anthracyclines, the taxanes and vinorelbine, have all shown interesting activity in terms of their ability to obtain both high response rates and long duration of response. The anthracyclines, doxorubicin (DX) and epiadriamycin (EPI) constitute the established reference agents in the treatment of metastatic disease, and combinations of these drugs with vinorelbine (VRB) and the taxanes, paclitaxel (PTX) and docetaxel (DCT), have produced major increases in objective response rates: PTX-DX (58%), DCT-EPI (69.4%), PTX-EPI (71.1%), VRB-DX (75%), VRB-EPI (77.1%). Suggestions for other combinations of chemotherapeutic agents which do not include anthracyclines available with well tolerated and effective drugs. The way forward after a response has been obtained remains an open question in which the limited efficacy of the available drugs and their cumulative toxicity needs to be balanced against the quality of life of patients during their disease. Defining the optimal strategy for the management of disease after induction treatment is a problem which needs to draw on the results of research, analysis of experience and insight into the needs of patients.